INTERVIEW STRATEGIES GUIDE: MMI AND MPI
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INTERVIEW PURPOSE

The purpose of the interview for medical or other health professional schools is for the admissions committee to assess your suitability as a candidate. In addition to your application documents which may have included your personal autobiographical sketch, personal statement, academic standing, and MCAT scores, the interview is another opportunity for the admissions committee to further assess different aspects of your candidacy. They may be trying to assess relevant skills such as communication, problem solving, and critical thinking, as well as your knowledge of the health care system and health profession and any experiences that you have been involved in that have given you insights into the profession and confirmed your desire to be part of the medical community. Additionally, the admissions committee will also be evaluating your level of commitment as well as personal characteristics that will make you a suitable candidate for the role of a doctor or other health care profession roles. As such, the interview is an excellent opportunity for you as a candidate to highlight and share your skills, experiences and attributes that will make you an ideal candidate.

INTERVIEW ACCOMMODATIONS

Everyone has diverse needs. If you need to request accommodations for your interview, contact the admissions office directly. Consider the information they need. You do not need to disclose information about your disability or personal circumstances. Clearly state your needs, and what accommodation would best support you. A letter from the accessibility office is recommended. Your request will not be reviewed by the admissions committee.
TYPES OF INTERVIEW FORMATS

There are different types of interview formats that you may encounter during the interview process. As each school varies in its application process, it is important, when researching the various medical schools you have applied to, to understand and familiarize yourself with the interview format for each school. Below are some of the more common formats:

Traditional or panel interviews
• This type of interview features a question and answer or conversational style meeting where you will be interviewed by one or two interviewers. Often the interviewers are faculty members and upper year medical students.
• A panel interview typically features three or more interviewers consisting of faculty members, students, and members of the community.
• Some of these interviews will be referred to as “open interviews” meaning that the interviewers have reviewed your application and are familiar with your background. Other interviews will be referred to as “closed” meaning the interviewers have not reviewed your application and have no prior knowledge of your background.

Multiple Mini-Interviews (MMI)
• This type of interview format features the candidate moving through 8 – 10 interview stations. Each station will present the candidate with an interview question or scenario where the candidate is required to either answer a question or role play with the interviewer for a particular scenario. The timing allotted to each station is typically eight minutes with a two minute break between each station.
• For more information visit the University of Calgary or University of Saskatchewan MD guidelines.

Modified Personal Interview (MPI)
• This type of interview was developed by the University of Toronto’s Faculty of Medicine and was launched in 2014. It has four independent interviews assessed by four different interviewers. Each interview station is 12–minutes in length with a 3–minute interval between each interview station.
• The University of Toronto’s MPI style draws on the four domains of the U of T MD Program admission requirements. These include, professional, communicator/collaborate/manager, advocate, and scholar.
• For more information visit the University of Toronto MPI Interview guidelines.
Additional interview formats

Computer based assessments. One example of this is referred to as CASPer which stands for Computer-Based Assessment for Sampling Personal Characteristics currently used by McMaster Medical school, where the candidate is required to complete a 90–minute online assessment of interpersonal and decision-making skills. For more information visit the Casper Guide.

Creative presentations. Candidates may be asked to give a brief presentation demonstrating their unique and/or creative qualities.

PRE-INTERVIEW RESEARCH AND PREPARATION

Given the various types of interview formats, it is important to thoroughly research and prepare for your medical school interview.

The first step of the pre-interview research and preparation process involves researching and understanding the school and program you have applied to. This includes having an understanding of the interview format, the types of qualities they are looking for in a candidate, as well as the specific and unique aspects of the school and program. Learn more about the school by visit their live chat webinars, open house, and website.

The second step of the process entails understanding yourself which includes understanding and identifying what specifically interests you about this program and school, your unique skills, experiences and personal qualities that will make you a doctor or good health care professional, and your knowledge of current events and issues in the health care system. The more research and preparation that is conducted, the better you will be able to link and showcase your suitability for the program, school and the profession.
Here are some aspects to consider when conducting your research:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The professional school and program</th>
<th>Yourself</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• What is the format of the interview: traditional or panel, multiple mini-interviews (MMI), modified personal interview (MPI), other?</td>
<td>• What are your specific interests in the program?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How many people will interview you?</td>
<td>• What will make you a good doctor/dentist/health care practitioner? (your skills, experiences, personality, and interests)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What types of questions do they typically ask?</td>
<td>• What are your achievements, failures, and weaknesses?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What is the school’s mission statement and values?</td>
<td>• What is your knowledge of current events, controversial issues, and the health care system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What are the specifics of the program: design and structure of the curriculum, teaching hospitals, clinical terms?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What specific program are they known for or what is unique about the school’s program?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Does the program have an MD/PhD stream? If so, how does this differ from the MD program?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What specific qualities are they looking for in a candidate?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What is the environment of the school like: class size, extracurricular activities, campus resources, city attributes?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What is the reputation of the school among current and past students?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once you have conducted your research, you can then move to the pre-interview preparation phase of the interview process which involves:

• Anticipating questions that could be asked during the interview and preparing potential responses.

• Preparing questions that you would like to ask the interviewer to help you learn more about the program and the school. This will practice will varying depending on the medical school interview format. In some cases, such as the MPI community members may be the interviewer and may not know the program details.
TYPES OF QUESTIONS

There are numerous types of questions a medical or professional school search committee could ask you in an interview. Based on your research of the school and program, and the type of interview format the school is using, you will be better able to anticipate the types of questions you might be asked during the interview.

Typically, questions can be categorized into four main types: questions about your background; your commitment to the profession; your understanding of ethical issues; and your knowledge of the health care system and current issues.

1. Questions on your background

These questions will focus on your skills and experiences, your interests and values and information you have included in your autobiographical sketch and personal statement.

Some sample questions include:

- Tell me about yourself.
- Discuss your clinical, volunteer, or research experiences.
- Which of your volunteer experiences have you found most valuable and why?
- Give me an example of your (…) skills. (e.g. leadership, teamwork, problem-solving, etc.)
- How would your colleagues, friends, or team members describe you?
- What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?
- What are your hobbies?
- What is your greatest achievement? Explain.
- What do you consider a failure in your life and what did you learn from the experience?
- What was a recent goal you set for yourself and how did you go about achieving it?
- What are two things you want to change about yourself?
- Which family member has influenced your life so far and why?
- Which three famous figures are you influenced by and why?
- If you could go back and change anything in your education, what would you change or do differently?
- What is your favourite book or movie?
- Tell me about a weakness you have.
- What are your strengths?
Strategies in answering background questions—focus on...

- What makes you unique
- The skills you have gained from your experiences
- What lessons and insights you learned or gained from your experiences
- Your interests
- How your qualities relate to the field of medicine
- Specific examples from your past experiences to support your answer
- The **STARR** method to help you organize your examples:
  - **Situation**: briefly outline the circumstances (i.e. where and when)
  - **Task**: state the main issue, goal, task, or problem
  - **Actions**: outline the steps you took to accomplish the main goal/task or overcome the main issue/problem
  - **Results**: state what you achieved or the final outcome
  - **Relevance**: link your response back to the question posed

2. **Questions on your commitment**

These questions will focus on determining your commitment to the program and the profession. The interview committee will explore why you chose medicine as your career; what will make you successful both during your training and as a medical professional; how you will handle challenges; and your ability to complete the program.

Some sample questions include:

- Why do you want to be a doctor (as opposed to another health profession)?
- So you want to help people… why not be a teacher?
- What field of medicine interests you most?
- Why do you think you will make a good doctor?
- How do you see the role of a physician in society?
- What are the most important qualities of being a good doctor?
- What will you find most challenging about medical school? How will you handle this?
- What do you think you will like most and least about being a doctor?
- What are the negative aspects of being a doctor?
- Why should we select you over other applicants?
- Why do you want to attend our school? What do you know about us?
- What will you do if you don’t get into medical school this year?
- What other schools are you applying to? What is your first choice?
- How do you deal with stress? Please share a specific example.
- How do you plan to finance your medical studies?
- How will you meet the multiple demands in your life during your medical studies?
• What is the toughest decision you have had to make?
• Where do you see yourself in 15 years?
• How will you know after you have completed the program that you will be a good doctor?
• What would your friends identify as your three worst qualities?
• Give an example of a time when you have had to handle a conflict while working in a group.
• What changes would you make to medicine in the future?
• What three personal qualities would a leader need in order to be effective?
• What do you expect to gain from this school? What do you think you might be able to give to this school?
• What major influences in your life led to your decision to pursue medicine?
• Describe yourself in three words.
• How would you handle being around sick people all the time?
• After graduating from medical school you learn that as a doctor you may only earn $50,000 a year. Do you still want to become a doctor?

Strategies in answering commitment questions—focus on…

• Specific reasons behind your decision to be a doctor and how you came to this decision
• Skills and qualities necessary to be a good doctor and experiences where you have gained these
• Your understanding of life in medical school: tasks, challenges, etc.
• Your understanding of the life of a doctor: role, positive and negative aspects, challenges, etc.
• Your knowledge of the program and school, and specific aspects that appeal to you

3. Questions on ethical issues

These questions will focus on assessment of ethical or moral dilemmas and controversial issues and your confidence in making decisions on these issues. Some sample questions include:

• Dr. Monet recommends homeopathic medicines to his patients. There is no scientific evidence or widely accepted theory to suggest that homeopathic medicines work, and Dr. Monet believes they do. He recommends them to patients with mild and non-specific symptoms such as fatigue, headaches, muscles aches because he believes that it will do no harm, but will give patients reassurance. Consider the ethical implications that Dr. Monet’s behaviour might pose.
• Your friend is with a gambling addiction. He is asking you to borrow money. What do you do?
• Because of the desire to promote a healthy lifestyle, it has been suggested that medical schools preferentially admit students who commit to abstaining from smoking. Discuss the ethical issues surrounding this policy.
• A 68-year old woman has a newly discovered cancer. Her life expectancy is six months. How would you inform her?
• What are your thoughts about abortion? Euthanasia?
• Is it ethical for health care professionals to strike?
• What would you do if you saw a fellow medical student cheating on an exam?
• Would you get out of your car in a highway to help an accident victim? Exactly what would you do?
• If you find out that the professor with whom you have done research has changed some of the data before publication, what would you do?
• A patient has AIDS and tells you, as his physician, that he does not want you to tell his wife. What would you do?
• Should the federal government reinstate the death penalty?
• What do you think about organ donation from non-viable infants?
• You are a physician working at a private clinic with another doctor. You suspect that they/he/she has an alcohol problem and have seen them/him/her put patients’ live at risk. What would you do?
• How would you deal with a child whose family, for religious reasons, refused treatment for terminal cancer in favour of non-conventional alternatives?
• What do you see as some of the ethical issues the medical community will face, in the future, given the advances in medical technologies?
• Do you think that doctors and other medical professionals have a greater social responsibility in advocating for and educating the community on issue such as poverty, domestic violence etc.

**Strategies in answering ethical questions—focus on…**

• Demonstrating your knowledge of ethical issues and appropriate boundaries
• Showcasing your confidence in making decisions
• Your ability to see both sides of an issue, formulate your opinion and back it up
• Identifying what you believe and be prepared to elaborate on your reasoning

**4. Questions on your knowledge of current issues and trends**

These questions will focus on your knowledge of local, national and international health care systems, as well as the impacts of current events both social and political on these systems. Some sample questions include:

• What do you feel is wrong with the current health care system, what changes would you make and how would you make them?
• What have you recently read in the press about medical issues?
• Due to the shortage of physicians in rural communities such as those in Northern Ontario, it has been suggested that medical programs preferentially admit students who are willing to commit a three-year tenure in an under-serviced area upon graduation. Consider the broad implications of this policy for health and health care costs. For example, do you think this approach would be effective? At what expense?
• What can you say about the following medical and social issues (i.e. patient confidentiality, definition of death, organ donation, children’s rights)?
• What is your number one environmental concern?
• Do you think medicine is becoming too impersonal with the advent of technology?
• How do you feel about a two-tier system? Do you think Ontario should fund private healthcare?
• What do you think of the doctor shortage in different parts of the country? What would you do to remedy this situation?
• How would you improve our preventative care settings?
• How would you control the cost of health care?
• How do you think medical malpractice can be reduced?
• In your view, what is the most pressing problem facing medicine today?
• How would you describe the relationship between science and medicine?
• How do you see the field of medicine changing in the next ten years? How do you see yourself fitting into those changes?
• What do you think about medical advice being available on the web?
• Compare the health care systems in the US and Canada. Which system in your opinion is most effective and why?
• What are three major health issues facing women today?
• Can you identify a topical health care issue that is unique to region…?
• What do you see as the greatest social injustice facing the global community?
• What politicians are currently impacting medicine? Do you agree with the decisions they are making?
• Identify three political issues that you feel are of great importance in the health care field.
• If you were the Minister of Health and had access to unlimited funding for health care, what three avenues would you choose to allocate those funds to?

Strategies in answering current issues and trends questions—focus on…

• Your knowledge of current events, issues, and trends in the social, political and health care realms (locally, nationally, and internationally)
• Your ability to provide opinions and recommendations on specific events and issues within these realms
• Showcasing your dedication to this field and your intellectual curiosity
Preparing Questions to Ask the Interviewer

During the interview and typically towards the end of the interview you may have the opportunity to ask questions of the interviewers and share any concluding comments regarding your candidacy. Based on your pre-interview research, you will be prepared with a list of questions that you would like to have answered in order to show that you have researched the school and program and would like to seek additional information. As well the questions will also help you determine if this is the right school and program for you. Remember, this practice will vary depending on the interview format, in the MPI, for example, community members may be the interviewers so they may not have knowledge of the program details. Also remember that you should not contact the interviewer at any point, if you have any clarifying questions contact the admissions office.

Some sample questions include:

- I understand there is an opportunity for medical students to conduct their own research. Can you tell me more about the steps involved?
- Does your school have a mentorship program that connects first year students with upper year students, faculty members or practitioners?
- How does the school evaluate itself?
- I understand your program has a focus on… can you tell me more about that?
- I have noticed that there is an opportunity to participate in earlier clinical rotations, can you share any student feedback about this process?

Next Steps

As you begin to prepare for upcoming interviews, refer to this checklist to keep yourself on track.

- Research the school and program—interview format, school specialties.
- Know yourself, and be prepared to discuss your skills, experiences, accomplishments, and interest in the field of medicine. Attend our ‘Know Your Skills’ workshop to learn more.
- Anticipate questions that may be asked in the interview.
- Prepare responses to questions (using the S.T.A.R.R. method where possible). Attend our ‘Interview Strategies’ workshop to learn more.
- Prepare questions to ask the interviewer.
- Prepare your attire, and any documents you may need to take with you.
- Visit the Career Exploration & Education website at [www.clinx.utoronto.ca](http://www.clinx.utoronto.ca) for a full list of services, workshops, print and online resources.
RESOURCES

- The Black Medical Students’ Association at the University of Toronto launched an Unofficial Guide to Canadian Medical School.
- Stay informed on health issues through podcasts such as Nature, White Coat Black Art and Healthy Debate.
- The Canadian Medical Association Journal (CMAJ) has a Top 10 feature which highlights articles around the top 10 trending healthcare issues.
- CanMEDS is a framework that identifies and describes the abilities physicians require to effectively meet the health care needs of the people they serve. These abilities are grouped thematically under seven roles. A competent physician seamlessly integrates the competencies of all seven CanMEDS Roles.
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